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INTRODUCTION

76
The hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (PFC) are both necessary for learning and 77 memory, and their interactions are critical for memory-guided behavior (Preston and 8 At the end of the experiment, 24 hours prior to euthanasia, animals were anesthetized
179
(1-2% isoflurane) and a current (30 µA) was passed through each tetrode to form lesions at their 180 tips for localization. Animals were later euthanized (Beuthanasia 200 mg/kg) and perfused 181 transcardially with 4% formaldehyde using approved procedures. Brains were then fixed in 4% 182 formaldehyde and 30% sucrose, cut into 50-µm sections, stained with cresyl violet, and imaged 183 for verification of tetrode localization.
185
Electrophysiology and data acquisition 186 All tetrodes were referenced with respect to a cerebellar ground screw. For each animal, 187 one tetrode in corpus callosum served as hippocampal reference electrode, and another tetrode 188 in overlying cortical regions with no spiking signals served as prefrontal reference electrode. All 189 behavioral and electrophysiological data was acquired using a SpikeGadgets system 190 (SpikeGadgets, San Francisco, CA) . Digital electrophysiological data was acquired using 128-191 channel digitizing headstages, sampled at 30 kHz and saved to disk, with spike data bandpass 192 filtered between 600 Hz and 6 kHz, and local field potential (LFP) bandpass filtered between 0.5 193 Hz to 400 Hz and down sampled to 1.5 kHz. Input and output triggers for behavioral and 194 environmental data (eg. reward delivery) were recorded at 1-ms resolution and synchronized to 195 electrophysiological data. Animal movement and behavior was recorded and tracked using an 196 overhead color CCD camera (30 fps), with animal head position indicated by color LEDs affixed 197 to the headstage apparatus and microdrive. Cameras were calibrated to provide a resolution of 198 0.1 cm/pixel, and spatial extent of LEDs permitted a tracking resolution of ~2 cm.
200
Unit identification and inclusion 201 Spike peaks were identified by a threshold crossing of 40 µV in the filtered spike band 202 for hippocampus (CA1) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) respectively. Spikes were manually sorted 203 as previously described (Jadhav et al., 2012; Jadhav et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2017) . Briefly, 9 putative spikes had clustering parameters extracted (spike width on each channel, spike 205 amplitude, and principal components), and were clustered using a custom Matlab (MathWorks, 206 Natick, MA; RRID: SCR_001622) cluster visualization program (MatClust). Clusters were judged 207 based on waveform shape, isolation distance, and lack of ISI violation. Only well isolated and 208 stable putative excitatory units across the sessions were included, with putative interneurons 209 identified and excluded based on average firing rate ≥ 15 Hz and spike width criteria, as 210 previously described (Jadhav et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2017) . Further, only neurons which fired 211 at least 100 spikes in each session were included for further analysis.
213
Spatial maps and linearization 214 Two-dimensional occupancy-normalized spatial firing maps were calculated for each unit 215 when the animals' speed was greater than 3 cm/s, with spikes binned in 1 cm square bins and 216 smoothed with a 2D Gaussian (2 σ ), excluding spiking during high ripple power (>3 SD ripple 217 band power, see LFP collection and high-theta segmentation). The linearized spiking activity of 218 each cell was computed by assigning the rat's linear position along the 2D skeleton of the four 219 possible linear behavioral trajectories (center arm reward well to outer arm reward well for 220 outbound trajectories, and the converse for inbound trajectories; (Frank et al., 2000; Jadhav et 221 al., 2016) ). Spiking and occupancy closest to each linear 2 cm bin on these four trajectories was 222 then used to calculate the smoothed, occupancy-normalized linear firing rate for correct 223 trajectories. A peak rate of 3 Hz or greater was required for a cell to be considered a place cell 224 in CA1, and a similar criterion was applied to PFC cells for inclusion in analysis (Jadhav et al., Concatenating the 1D firing rate maps for all four behavioral trajectories, spatial 230 specificity was computed as the spatial sparsity of firing (Fig. 2) , the proportion of firing rate bins 231 greater than 25% of the peak firing rate (Jadhav et al., 2016) . Spatial specificities varied from 0 232 for highly spatially specific neurons, to 1 for neurons with uniform firing fields (range of spatial 233 specificity: 0-1). Spatial coverage of a trajectory by an ensemble was calculated as the 234 percentage of spatial bins with population occupancy normalized firing rate 
238
LFP was band pass filtered in the delta (1-4 Hz), theta (6-12 Hz), and ripple bands (150-239 250 Hz) using zero phase IIR Butterworth filters. We determined envelopes and phases by
240
Hilbert transform, and took the ratio of the theta to delta envelopes at each time point for every 241 hippocampal tetrode. High theta periods were detected using criteria for theta power, running 242 speed, and exclusion of sharp-wave ripples (SWRs). Specifically, high theta windows were 243 assigned as time periods at least one theta cycle long when the smoothed (1 σ ) mean 244 theta/delta ratio exceeded 2, no SWRs were detected with a 3 SD threshold in the absolute 245 power of the ripple band, and animal speed was greater than 3 cm/s.
247
Theta Coherence
248
Coherence was calculated for each trajectory type using the Chronux 249 (http://chronux.org/, RRID:SCR_005547) spectral processing package for MATLAB as follows.
250
Saturating movement artifacts in the LFP were removed, and for valid time periods in which the 251 animal's speed was greater than 3 cm/s, the animal's linear position was interpolated to the 252 nearest 4 cm linear bin. The LFP of the PFC and CA1 tetrodes with the highest number of 253 neurons in a given session were used to calculate coherence between the two regions. Each 254 coherogram time bin was then assigned to a particular linear bin with the closest spatial position 1 1 based on the animal's movement, leading to the average coherogram across trajectories as a 256 function of linear distance (Fig. 3) . All further analyses were averaged across animal and 257 session for display.
259
Theta cycles theta phase, and decoding 260 Theta LFP phase for both hippocampal and prefrontal unit spiking was relative to a 261 hippocampal reference tetrode located in corpus callosum, as previously described (Jadhav et 262 al., 2016) . Within high theta time windows detected as described above, the troughs of the 263 hippocampal theta-filtered LFP were identified and used to segment valid theta cycles, 264 discarding cycles where phase was ambiguous or reset, as previously described (Johnson and
265
Redish; Gupta et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2017) . Only theta cycles with at least 3 266 simultaneously active template cells in both hippocampus and prefrontal cortex were analyzed, 267 and theta cycle decoding was implemented as previously described (Johnson and Redish;
268 Gupta et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2017) . A Bayesian decoder was used to calculate the probability 269 of the animal's location given the firing rate templates of the neurons that fired and their spikes 270 that occurred in each time window (Zhang et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 2009; Karlsson and 271 Frank, 2009; Gupta et al., 2012; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013) . Briefly, the probability of the 272 animal's position (pos) across all total spatial bins (S) given a time window (t), containing
273
Poisson spiking (spikes) of independent units is
Normalizing over P(spikes) and using a uniform prior P(pos) to avoid spatial decoding bias, we
is the occupancy normalized 1D firing rate map for the i-th unit, N is the total 282 number of active units, n i is the number of spikes fired by a particular i-th unit, and t is a time 283 window (in this case, the entire theta cycle). This was computed using the firing rate template Cross validation procedures were used as described ( Fig. 3G) to generate null 292 distributions for significance testing. To verify that the templates constructed across trials were 293 sufficiently powered for subsequent population decoding, we used a standard leave one (trial) 294 out cross validation strategy (LOOCV) (van der Meer et al., 2017) . Briefly, the firing of both 295 populations during one randomly selected trajectory were left out during field/template 296 construction, with template construction then proceeding as described above with the remaining 297 trials. The animal position for theta cycles during this omitted trial was then decoded using these 298 cross-validation templates, and we repeated this LOOCV procedure for all trials per session.
299
Next, to confirm that decoding accuracy in CA1 was not simply due to a higher isolated neuron 300 count ( Fig. 3G) , we confirmed our results by randomly sub-setting our CA1 neuron count to 301 match the PFC neuron count in each session and animal (number of CA1 cells was always 302 higher than PFC cells, Table 1 ) and proceeding with the spatial decoding procedure as above.
303
We repeated this procedure 1000 times per session, each with a random choice for CA1 neural 1 3 subsets. For the random CA1 neuron subsets, we preserved spatial coverage and spatial 305 specificity in CA1 (to avoid artifacts in spatial decoding due to incomplete coverage) by drawing 306 from the CA1 neuron distribution weighted by the 20-cm spatial section in which their peak firing 307 rate occurred. less than 3 SD were considered, with spike phase derived from the hippocampal reference 331 tetrode. Neurons with a criterion significance level of p < 0.05 were considered significantly 332 phase locked. Concentration parameters (kappa) were computed for phase locked neurons via 333 a von-Mises fit to the spiking phase data as subset above. Phase precession was computed 334 using same criterion for neurons and spikes as above, with the addition of limiting the phase 335 precession analysis to the peak firing field, computed as the linear distance from the peak firing 336 rate to the first instance of firing rate < 0.25 of the peak firing rate in both directions. Phase
337
precession values were then computed as previously described ( 
341
was limited to a maximum of one cycle over the peak firing field to reduce overfitting.
343
Theta phase splits and shuffling
344
For analyses involving multiple phase bins ( Fig. 6) , the following procedure was 345 followed. Each theta cycle used for analysis was divided into N evenly spaced sub-periods 346 divided by phase of the theta period, resulting in N different spiking templates defined by theta 347 phase for further Bayesian reconstruction. Templates were then used for every cell that 348 corresponded to its instantaneous spike phase in theta. Shuffling protocol consisted of randomly 349 assigning spike phase bins during template construction and decoding normally as described 
359
We used multi-site multi-electrode recordings to simultaneously record neural activity in 360 dorsal CA1 region of hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) of rats (n = 5) as they 361 performed a continuous W-track spatial alternation task that requires hippocampal-prefrontal 
386
The four trajectories in the task are illustrated in Fig. 2A , with the maze divided into central arm with population occupancy normalized firing rate ≥ 3 Hz ((Kay et al., 2016) ; mean % coverage ± 402 SD; CA1, 97% ± 0.88%; PFC, 100% ± 0%). Note that neurons illustrated in Fig. 2D , E are 403 sequentially ordered separately for each trajectory based on the position of their peak firing 404 fields within that trajectory.
405
The spatial firing properties of CA1 and PFC were quantified by computing the spatial 406 specificity (or, spatial sparsity) of neurons in both areas as previously described (Jadhav et al.,
407
2016). Spatial specificity was defined as the fraction of each trajectory with above-threshold 408 occupancy normalized firing rates (> 25% peak firing rate for each neuron, Materials and 409 Methods). As expected, CA1 neurons had higher spatial specificity than PFC neurons, with the 410 CA1 distribution skewed toward lower values of spatial specificity characteristic of highly place 411 specific cell firing, and a spread of spatial specificities in PFC ( Fig. 2E , Wilcoxon signed-rank 412 test compared to uniform distributions with median = 0.5; CA1: Z = -13.8, p = 3.1e-43; PFC: Z =
413
-3.0, p = 0.003). Spatial specificity of CA1 neurons was significantly higher than PFC neurons 
430
It has been proposed that high theta coherence is suggestive of interactions on a theta 431 oscillation timescale between hippocampal and prefrontal activity. We therefore asked, with 
438
We used the population templates in CA1 and PFC (Fig. 2D, E) 
486
Ratio of median decoding accuracy in the two areas was comparable to spatial specificity ratios 487 shown in Fig. 1 (median decoding error ratio for CA1 vs. PFC ~4.6:1 for these decoding 488 parameters; spatial specificity ratio for CA1 vs. PFC is ~4:1). We also used a "leave-one-trial-489 out" cross-validation approach for decoding (LOOCV), in which for decoding a given trajectory, 511 McNaughton et al., 1983; Geisler et al., 2007; Maurer et al., 2012) , we also analyzed decoding 512 error with regard to animal speed within a given theta window. Each theta-cycle time bin was 513 assigned low, medium and high speed ranges, similar to previous studies (Saleem et al., 2018) 
514
(3-15cm/sec, 15-30cm/sec, and >30 cm/sec respectively; we observed similar effect for other 515 thresholds for speed categories with boundaries at 12 and 24cm/s, as well as 17 and 34 cm/s),
516
and decoding error was compared for different speed categories. As expected, we saw a 517 change in decoding error with speed, especially with an increase in CA1 decoding error for 518 lower speeds (Fig. 4A 
523
corresponding to decrease in animal speed during trajectories (Fig. 4A, C) . Decoding error vs.
524
spatial bin for both CA1 and PFC is shown in Fig. 4B (Kruskal-Wallis with Bonferroni post-hoc; 525 CA1, Χ 2 (7) = 109.2, p = 1.2e-6 for spatial bin 5 vs. spatial bin 1 ; PFC, Χ 2 (7) = 44.19 , p = 0.03 526 for spatial bin 4 vs. spatial bin 1), and animal speed in spatial sections during trajectories is We next asked whether the theta-cycle position representations of CA1 and PFC 532 ensembles were correlated, which would suggest that spatial information is shared across the 533 two networks. Recent studies have found similar coherent spatial representations in CA1 and 534 visual cortical areas (Haggerty and Ji, 2015; Saleem et al., 2018) . Similar to these studies, we 535 therefore examined the theta cycle correlations between decoding errors for CA1 and PFC 
543
We indeed found that CA1 and PFC decoding errors within theta cycles were correlated 544 with each other (Fig. 4D-G) . The distribution of CA1 vs PFC decoding error values were 545 distributed along the diagonal with peak around 0, but were significantly correlated, similar to 546 previously reports for CA1 and visual cortex (Saleem et al., 2018) . Fig. 4D illustrates the 547 distribution of raw correlation values for CA1 vs. PFC decoding errors for one spatial section,
548
and average for all spatial sections in Fig. 4E ; average correlation: r = 0.10, n = 10 sessions, 549 two-tailed t-test of actual correlations compared to uniform distribution; t(9) = 4.60, p = 0.001).
550
Crucially, in order to control for effects of speed modulation, we compared this actual correlation 
637
6A illustrates for a CA1 neuron how 7 phase bins result in templates with spatially restricted 638 firing due to phase precession in the firing field, with the new phase bins encoding sub-parts of 639 the original firing field. Similarly, for the PFC neuron illustrated in Fig. 6B , phase-locked spiking 640 results in phase-based spatial templates due to phase locking in the firing field, with only the 641 preferred phase bins (indicated with arrows) exhibiting spatially localized firing. Note that for a 642 uniform or random distribution of phases in the firing field (i.e., no phase-space relationship), 643 multiple phase bin templates will not increase the spatial localization, but rather distribute the 644 firing field randomly amongst the phase templates. Therefore, an important control for this 645 analysis is generating a similar number of templates but with shuffled phase bins, which 646 preserve the increased number of phase-based templates but randomize the phase-space 647 relationship. Similarly, simply using smaller time windows without reference to phase will also 648 not trivially increase the spatial information, since smaller time windows led to higher decoding 649 error in both CA1 and PFC (Fig. 6C) , presumably due to reduction in number of spikes (Kruskal-
650
Wallis with Bonferroni post-hoc; CA1, Χ 2 (3) = 263.1, p = 3.7e-9 for theta vs. 50 ms; PFC, Χ 2 (3)
651
= 214.87, p = 3.7e-9 for theta vs. 50 ms).
652
Using this method for generating phase-based templates for population decoding, we 653 found a significant and consistent improvement in spatial decoding accuracy in CA1 with 654 increase in number of phase bins, similar to previous findings, with asymptotic improvement in 655 decoding error at ~6-8 phase bins, ((Jensen and Lisman, 2000) , Fig. 6D ). There was a ~2-fold 656 median improvement in CA1 decoding accuracy when 7-phase bins were taken into account successive phase-bin comparisons greater than 5, p = 1). Using a similar decoding approach for 2 7
PFC ensembles, we also found a significant and strong increase in spatial decoding accuracy 662 for PFC populations, with a ~4-fold median improvement in PFC decoding accuracy when 7-663 phase bins were taken into account ( Fig. 6E ; median (IQR) decode error for 1 phase bin:
3 1 degree of CA1-PFC spatial coherence we observed was similar in magnitude to recently 765 reported correlations for CA1 and primary visual areas (Haggerty and Ji, 2015; Saleem et al., 766 2018), raising the possibility of shared spatial representations in widespread networks.
767
We next examined the effect of theta-phase associated spiking on joint spatial 768 representations in the two regions. CA1 place cells exhibits theta phase precession, where 769 spike timing relative to theta phase conveys finer spatial information than place field firing alone 770 (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996) . Phase precession is also related to place cell 780 Skaggs et al., 1996) and weak in PFC (Jones and Wilson, 2005b) . Both CA1 and PFC neurons 781 thus exhibited a strong relationship between theta phase and spatial firing, with a preference to 782 spike at particular phases within their spatial firing fields, underlying a phase-space relationship 783 ( Fig. 5) . We asked if using theta phase as an additional parameter in population decoding leads 784 to an improvement in position estimation. We indeed found that both CA1 and PFC spatial 785 representations showed significant improvement in spatial coding when theta phase was taken 786 into account. This improvement in spatial accuracy was not seen with shuffled phase 787 assignments, where we generated a similar number of templates, but with random assignment 788 of phase, thus disrupting the phase-space relationship. Theta-phase relationships therefore 789 enhanced spatial accuracy, and also maintained coherent CA1-PFC spatial coding, suggesting 790 3 2 shared spatial processing. Finally, PFC representations showed a greater improvement in 791 spatial accuracy with phase than CA1, which was likely a floor-effect resulting from the lower 792 limit of the spatial resolution of our position tracking (~2 cm), and the fact that CA1 firing rate 793 representations were already highly accurate.
794
This increase in spatial decoding accuracy is likely due to a phase specific segregation 795 of spatially selective spikes from multiple neurons with similar phase preferences, leading to a 796 sharpening of spatial information when decoded spikes are in the preferred phase bin.
797
Interestingly, we observed significant improvement in decoding accuracy with the use of up to 6-798 8 phase-based templates for theta cycles. It has been previously argued that for CA1, this 799 corresponds to the phenomenon of theta-gamma coupling, where optimal improvement in 800 decoding accuracy corresponds to number of nested gamma (~40-80 Hz) cycles within theta 801 cycles (Jensen and Lisman, 2000) . Theta-gamma coupling is also known to be related to CA1 802 theta sequences (Colgin, 2011; Zheng et al., 2016) , and theta-gamma coupling has also been 803 recently reported in hippocampal-prefrontal networks (Tamura et al., 2017) , raising the 804 possibility that a similar phenomenon can influence PFC spatial representations.
805
Our results thus establish that hippocampal and prefrontal neural populations coherently 806 encode position during spatial memory behavior, and further that theta-phase underlies a 807 temporal mechanism that concurrently improves spatial representational accuracy in both 808 regions. We hypothesize that this phenomenon can possibly extend beyond local coding of 809 current position. Interestingly, spatial decoding accuracy showed a behavioral-dependent 810 decrease near choice points in both CA1 and PFC. Hippocampal theta sequences are known to 811 be prominent during these behavioral epochs and support non-local representations of 812 behaviorally relevant trajectories or upcoming goals (Johnson and Redish; Gupta et al., 2012;  813 Wikenheiser and Redish). Our results raise the possibility that a similar mechanism of theta-814 phase mediated coordination can support non-local coding in hippocampal-prefrontal networks.
815
By elucidating a physiological mechanism for coordination of spatial representations, these 
911
PFC.
912
(E) Same as D, averaged across all spatial bins. Decoding error distribution showed peaks 913 along the diagonal around 0, with significant correlations for CA1 vs. PFC decoding error (r = 914 0.10, n = 10 sessions, p = 0.001).
915
(F) Difference between decoding errors using actual and shuffled data (controlled for spatial and 916 speed bins) shows a distribution along the diagonal, indicating strong correlations between 917 actual decoded errors.
918
3 7 (G) Decoding error correlations for actual vs. shuffled data for the 10 recording sessions. Actual 919 correlations were significantly higher than shuffled values (mean correlation values of r = 0.10 920 vs. r = 0.03, p = 0.01).
921
Detailed statistics for all comparisons are reported in text. 
932
CA1 had significantly stronger phase-locking than PFC (p = 1.5e-08).
933
(C) Distribution of preferred theta phases for significantly phase locked CA1 (n = 213) and PFC 934 (n = 57) neurons. The two distributions are significantly different from each other (p = 0.002). 
935
